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1.  Introduction 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an accurate, cost-effective and secure identification 
technology that does not need line of sight nor contact between the identified object and the reader. 
RFID provides accurate data of movement of people, vehicles or other objects, and reduces manual 
work when comparing to manual data recording.  

At simplest, and RFID system consists of a transponder that holds data, and a reader interrogating 
that data from the tag, and a system controller with a database. Within RFID there are many 
technologies and types of devices with many differences in reading distance, data storage capacity, 
security, interfaces, durability and much more. Your system requirements and installation 
environments define what technology and devices you should choose to your deployment.  

We have created the following info package for you to guide you through different factors affecting 
choices of RFID technologies and devices. It guides you to consider the two main questions you 
should answer first when planning an RFID reader purchase; what should your reader be able to do in 
your system, and in what kind of an environment you are going to install your reader in.  

We also describe features of Idesco readers and explain why they could be a good choice to your 
system.   

 

RFID reader and transponders 
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2. Challenges of installation environment 

RFID installation environments vary from safe and tidy indoor office environments to harsh industry 
or outdoor environments where readers are exposed to heat or direct sunlight, moisture, dirt, 
chemicals, or frost with very low temperatures. All these set different requirements to your readers. 

2.1. Temperature  
RFID reader manufacturers guarantee certain storage temperature ranges and operational 
temperature ranges for their readers. If your installation is exposed to extreme temperatures, this is 
an essential factor to check before making a reader purchase. Most Idesco readers withstand 
temperatures from -40...+65 °C, which also has been proved by tests.  

2.2. Shock, vandalism and wearing 
Some installations are more vulnerable to vandalism. You may also need to place the reader in a 
location where it is exposed to other impacts. Idesco’s Quattro, Slim and and Basic housings belong 
to the two highest durability classes of the SFS-EN 62262 standard. Slim, Sim Pin and Quattro N 
housings belong to the second highest IK-09 durability class withstanding impacts of 10 joules, 
whereas Quattro N Pin and Basic housings are in the highest durability class IK-10, withstanding 
impacts of 20 joules.  

All electronics of Idesco readers is cast in epoxy inside the reader, which makes them very durable 
against any shock or impacts, also against any other effects like liquids. Please note that a plastic 
cover with a tough epoxy filling can be much more durable against impacts than a hollow metal 
housing.  

 

 

 

Epoxy filling inside the reader 
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 Durable keypads enhance reliability 
Some pin readers have moving keypads that easily collect dirt or ice between the keys, preventing 
them to move properly. Some moving keys are also easy to damage. Idesco provides pin pad readers 
without moving keys, the electronics sensing the keys being protected under the reader’s cover.  

 

 

Keypad without moving keys 

 

 Tamper alarm 
Tamper alarm is a useful functionality; it means that the reader sends an automatic alarm to the 
system if someone violently removes the reader from its location.   

2.3. Moisture, dust and chemicals 
In general, RFID readers and transponders work reliably in harsh conditions and industrial settings. 
Reader’s IP-rating indicates whether the reader is suitable for outdoor conditions with moisture or 
dust. Most Idesco readers have IP67 protection class, so they are suitable for all environments and 
can even be sunk in water.   
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RFID reader manufacturers guarantee certain IP ratings, temperature ranges and durability classes for their 
devices. They indicate in what kind of installations you can use your readers.  

 

2.4. Metal surfaces 
Metal surfaces can disturb reader’s performance, because they can distort the reading area by 
creating eddy currents. All Idesco smart card readers can be installed on metal, but the reading 
distance is normally shorter in metal assembly than in open air.  

Idesco has developed installation plates which anchor the reader just high enough above metal 
surfaces to minimize the electromagnetic eddy currents that shorten access control read distances.  

Idesco also provides metallic shield plates to take advantage of effects of metal surfaces; shield plates 
prevent readers installed back-to-back on opposite sides of a wall to read a transponder from 
another side of the wall.  
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Eddy currents 

 

2.5. Installability 
Planned location very often sets integral limits to reader’s measurements. Idesco provides a variety of 
reader housings for different settings. Idesco Slim readers are designed to fit on standard narrow 
doorframes, whereas Quattro housing is designed to replace a standard electrical socket. When 
installing Quattro readers, you can utilize existing electrical socket holes with existing electric cables.  

If you are replacing old readers with new Idesco readers you might find installation plates very useful, 
as they can cover existing screw holes in the wall, left by old readers. Installation is fast and 
convenient.  

An Idesco reader model, 8 CD 2.0 A is installed with an adapter plate, providing fast and convenient 
installation that can be completed in two phases. After cables have been threaded, attach an adapter 
plate to the surface where your cable emerges. After this installation phase, anyone can finalize 
installation by pushing the reader onto its plate, then securing it with screws.   

An integrated RFID module makes your own device an RFID reader, and might be your option to 
collect data and identify users in new kinds of settings.  
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Installation and shield plates 

 

2.6. Setting without cablings 
It is possible to arrange wireless data transfer between RFID readers and system controllers. Wireless 
technology provides options for new kinds of RFID solutions. That’s because wireless technology 
permits solutions where data cabling would be time-consuming, cost-prohibitive, or unfeasible. By 
their nature, wireless RFID solutions install much more quickly, saving costs. Even existing systems can 
be expanded with a wireless zone, to yield cost savings. Wireless data transfer also enables 
temporary, even mobile access control solutions.  

RFID readers with GPRS data transfer utilize existing GPRS networks – available practically everywhere 
– and enable RFID deployments in remote locations. Idesco’s GPRS readers also enable changing 
some of their settings remotely by SMS.  

 

2.7. Outer appearance 
Especially in distinguished buildings the reader can be an integral part of furnishing. All Idesco’s 
access control readers are elegant and suitable for demanding surroundings. We also provide readers 
with glass surface, and special readers with wooden or stone housings. Wooden readers are intended 
for indoor use only with IP60 protection class.  
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3. Requirements set by deployment 

Reader’s technical features define its suitability in your deployment. What is your system supposed to 
do? How does the reader connect to the system? Besides reading distance and connecting interfaces, 
you also need to consider updatability and security requirements – for which reader’s technical 
features play an integral role.   

3.1. Reading distance – what are you going to identify 
With RFID readers operating in 125 kHz and 13,56 MHz technologies the reading distances are a 
couple or a few centimeters. UHF (Ultra High Frequency) readers enable longer, even tens of meters 
of reading distances depending if it is a passive or an active UHF technology.  

 

 Access control 
125 kHz and 13,56 MHz reader technologies are deployed most often in access control solutions 
identifying persons. These two frequencies have some major differences in data transfer capacity and 
data storage capacity. 125 kHz transponders mainly store only the transponder’s unique serial 
number which is read by the reader, and which then identifies the user. 13,56 MHz technologies 
provide more capacity for multi-applications and security features which we are going to talk about 
later.  

Also UHF (Ultra High Frequency) readers can be deployed in access control. These read the 
transponder in clothing or a badge without needing to show a tag to the reader from proximity. 
These solutions often provide convenient access in industrial settings with dense traffic through an 
access point.  

UHF readers are usually larger in size which might reduce their use for access control in indoor 
settings. There are also smaller UHF readers for access control enabling a little bit shorter reading 
distances than large readers with more capable antennas. Idesco’s EPC Slim is a small UHF reader 
with a reading distance of 4 meters.  
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Access control  

 

 Vehicle identification and logistics 
Vehicle identification, and various logistics settings require an UHF (Ultra High Frequency) reader with 
longer identification distances, although low and mid frequencies are also deployed in asset marking 
and logistics settings with short identification distances.  

Identifying moving objects, or registering traffic on opposite lanes are integral tasks of vehicle 
identification solutions. Placement of readers and tags, as well as direction towards each other have 
an integral role in UHF settings. Tags and readers must be placed right to ensure their emission 
patterns meet each other optimally. UHF tags perform optimally only when installed on a certain 
surface they are designed for. There are tags dedicated separately for e.g. metal or glass surfaces. 
UHF tags must be selected by installation and use to ensure their optimal functionality in each 
setting. 

3.1.2.1. Useful features in UHF readers  
Anti-collision ability of UHF readers means that a reader can read several tags on its reading range 
simultaneously. This feature is useful when detecting dense traffic through an access control point.  

Consider a reader enabling you to determine direction of a moving tag, if you are planning a zone 
control application dedicated to assessing how many tags there are on a certain area, at a certain 
time.  

Ability to install an external antenna might save you a lot of costs, as the antenna can replace an 
additional reader in your deployment. You can e.g. follow traffic from two opposite lines 
simultaneously with one reader and an additional antenna.  
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Reader’s adjustable transmission power means adjustable read range. This is useful for filtering out 
tags in vehicles on another lane you don’t want to follow.  

It is possible also to combine access control, vehicle identification and payment. The transponder, 
read by several types of readers, may have several purposes, e.g. for entering the parking area, then 
the office, followed by a payment in the office lunch canteen.    

Idesco’s UHF EPC readers have these features, additionally, they are rugged and durable, ideal for 
outdoor installations with their wide operating temperature ranges and IP67 protection class.  

 

 

 

Vehicle identification 

 

3.1.2.2. Active or passive technology 
Longer reading distances are enabled with active or passive UHF technologies. You’ll need active UHF 
technology if your deployment requires longer than 15 meters reading distances. Active transponders 
have an internal power source, battery, to strengthen tag’s signal back to reader. Transponders based 
on passive UHF technology don't need batteries to function. They obtain the energy for data transfer 
from the reader. However, active transponders need a power source to function. This profoundly 
increases transponder costs against passive transponders. Active transponders also require regular 
servicing from replacing batteries. If a detection range of 10 to 15 meters is sufficient in your 
deployment, passive UHF technology is both more reliable and cost-effective. 

3.2. Identification procedure 
There are different ways to implement an identification procedure. Identification transaction can be 
implemented by transponder, by a combination of transponder and pin code, or pin code only. It is 
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also possible to time-schedule these, so that at a certain point of the day only transponder is needed, 
at some other point of time also pin code. 

 

 

 

Identification 

3.3. Interfaces 
Your system has certain requirements for how the readers should interact with it. Reader’s interfaces, 
inputs and outputs enable communication protocols and define the type of interaction with your 
system, based on your system’s specifications.   

3.4. Reader’s interaction with users 
There are various options to program RFID readers’ LED lights and their color, or sound. You can use 
leds and sound to indicate e.g. if access is granted or denied. For additional user interactivity, Idesco 
also provides a reader with display to convey visual information to users.   
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Display reader 

 Usability 
Some RFID reader features enhance their usability in different settings. Keypad backlight makes the 
reader more convenient to use in dark. You can program the backlight to switch automatically on 
when a tag is shown to the reader, or a key is pressed. Of course, the backlight can also be set to be 
on continuously, or by host-managed time-scheduling.  

To improve usability, Idesco also provides keypads with slightly moving keys, if feedback from a key 
pressure is needed. 

 

 

Keypad slightly reacts to key pressures. Number five is marked with a nodule to guide key presses. Inclined 
installation plate provides the reader an angled position, making the reader easier to use when it is installed in 

lower heights.    
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 Transponder-started application 
It is also possible to start an application by placing a transponder in a reader. In these cases, a reader 
with a card holder is useful. A reader with a card holder can be applied e.g. for setting up the light in 
a hotel room when the user places the card in the reader. It also serves in vending applications. In 
trucks or other devices or machinery requiring user privileges, an identification solution with card 
holder readers can prevent unauthorized ignition of this machinery. Basically, the truck or other 
equipment remains functional only when a card is placed in the reader, otherwise it does not get 
started or stops functioning.  

 

 

Desktop reader with a card holder.    

 

3.5. Identify without connection to host 
Standalone RFID readers can control e.g. a door without a connection to host system. In addition to 
controlling door locks by user privileges, standalone readers also provide an ideal solution for 
securing diggers, tractors or other large machinery when installed to control ignition by an access 
card. Identification can occur with transponder, transponder and pin code, or pin code only.  

There are also keypads without RFID reader. They control doors with pin code identification.  
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3.6. Read / write settings 
If your deployment requires changing transponder data when identification occurs, you need to 
deploy read/write (R/W) readers. R/W readers are deployed e.g. in payment or vending applications. 
There is a certain value written to the card, indicating e.g. how many times the card holder is entitled 
to access a certain place. The reader reads the value, then writes a new value reduced by one in the 
card. This applies also to access cards with privileges only for a certain amount of access events.  

3.7. Recording working time 
For time and attendance solutions collecting working time data to payroll administration, an RFID 
touch screen could be an ideal solution. Touch screen device provides a platform for a graphical user 
interface enabling user interaction and employees’ independent management of their working hours 
data, e.g. register their absence, lunch breaks, extra hours and so on. Users process data before it is 
transmitted to payroll administration, which saves time and costs.  

You can utilize your organization’s existing access control fobs if you decide to deploy an RFID based 
working time recording system, provided that the RFID readers intended to record working hours are 
compatible with your existing tags.  

Touch screen device with an RFID reader also works as a cafeteria payment terminal, enabling 
employees select and pay their meals with their key fob or card.  

Idesco’s Access Touch RFID touch screen terminals are available with several reader technologies, and 
are therefore compatible with various transponder types from 125 kHz HID Prox to 13,56 MHz 
MIFARE® DESFire technologies.  

 

 

 

Time and attendance terminal 
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3.8. Security 
RFID reader technologies differ from each other in security. Technologies mostly deployed in access 
control are generally divided into low frequency (125 kHz) and higher frequency (13,56 MHz) Smart 
Card technologies. 

Low frequency applications are based on reading RFID transponder’s unique serial number, UID. 
Smart Card technologies can store multiple amounts of data in transponders’ memory blocks and 
applications, and protect it with encryption. MIFARE® DESFire readers provide the most secure, 
practically unbreakable 128 bit encryption methods. 

Besides for protecting data transfer between transponders and readers by encryption, there are also 
solutions for securing communication from reader to host. Idesco provides encrypted reader-host 
communication e.g. with AESCO solution that can be embedded in your existing controller. With 
Idesco AESCO solution your existing database remains the same.  

 Pin code 
Personal pin code is an appropriate way to enhance system’s security. Like discussed in chapter 3.2, 
pin code can be required at all times, or at certain times during the day. Configurable readers also 
enable defining a suitable pin code length based on your system’s specifications.  

 

 

Pin code 

 

3.9. Configurability, capacity, and system evolution 
Certain reader technologies, mainly new generation MIFARE® DESFire readers, provide more 
flexibility and freedom to configure and update readers to meet growing system requirements. Many 
new generation readers are also backwards compatible with older technologies, meaning that you 
can deploy them in your existing system where they read your existing tags, and when the time 
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comes to update, you can re-configure the reader to new technology. Updatable readers enable 
system development without device replacements.  

Besides technology updates, you can configure also other reader parameters like pin code length, 
tamper alarm, LED and buzzer to adjust the reader’s performance to best fit in your system. These 
configurable parameters also bolster Idesco’s UID readers, making them more adjustable in different 
systems.   

Idesco’s new generation readers enable you to configure them, even to new technology, only by 
exposing them to a configuration card, without uninstalling them.  

 Difference of open and closed reader technologies 
Open technologies are based on common standards. Common standards ensure that you can 
purchase compatible devices from several manufacturers whenever you decide to enhance or grow 
your system. Closed reader technologies are proprietary, which means that you must purchase 
additional devices to your system from the original supplier also in the future.  

MIFARE® and EPC are open, standardized RFID technologies, providing more freedom to choose 
between device suppliers.  

 

3.10. Standards and tests ensuring safety of RFID readers 
The manufacturing and operation of RFID devices is regulated by international standards. Idesco’s 
RFID products comply with standards set by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
(ETSI). These standards ensure that compliant devices are safe and won’t interfere with other radio 
communication, e.g. broadcasting or emergency services. Countries may also establish their own 
national regulations based on ETSI standards. 

Compliance with international standards is based on an individual manufacturer’s declaration, but 
here at Idesco we also emphasize the importance of independent third-party tests.  

 RFID, human health and interference with medical devices 
There are regulations and standards concerning RFID devices and their power levels and frequency 
ranges. Power levels and frequency range of Idesco’s RFID products are far below the limits set by 
even the most conservative health regulatory agencies and study organizations. Idesco’s products are 
approved for use without site licenses. Idesco’s products have also been independently tested and 
comply with standards. 

All Idesco RFID readers have been tested and proved to operate according to regulations and laws 
set for medical devices. Testing has been performed to determine the potential of the interaction 
between RFID devices in operation and other electrical devices, like pacemakers and other health care 
devices. The power output of RFID devices is below that which would cause interference with other 
devices in operation. There is no scenario in which the operation of an RFID device could turn off or 
shut down for instance a pacemaker. 
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